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ABSTRACT 
A wide-angle reflection profiling experiment was 
conducted in the northeast trending Great Valley of 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey to determine the crustal 
velocity structure of the region. Six timed quarry 
Blasts were recorded at three offsets of 73.76 km, 118.29 
ten, and 146.74 km. The blasts were timed exactly by an 8 
Hz geophone located at the guarry. The seismic array was 
located at an abandoned railroad track parallel to 
Paulinskill bake, Sussex County, New Jersey. It 
consisted of 11 oeophone groups spaced every 213 meters. 
Since the reduced data contained a low s/NT ratio, the 
data were treated subjectively oy time windowing the 
expected P-wave arrivals and measuring the travel time 
and normal moveout for coherent phase signals across the 
traces. These data were plotted on a t(o) (intercept 
time-ray parameter) curve and and an ellipse was fit to 
them by hand. The data suggest that the crust is 
approximately 41.2 km thick and has a near surface 
compressional wave velocity of 5.8 km/s. No layering 
witnin the crust could be Inferred. This crustal 
velocity model is consistent with previous studies in 
this area. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Northeastern stress and Selsmlclty 
Recent interest In northeastern United states 
seismicity has caused an increase in crustal structure 
studies. The sejsmicity of this area, which is situated 
centrally on the North American plate, can not be 
associated with a tectonieally active plate boundary. 
However, large recent and historic earthquakes have 
occurred. 
The region along the Atlantic coast, situated east 
of the Appalachian fold belt, is now undergoing maximum 
horizontal congressional stress in a K-WNW 
direction [Vang and Aooarwal, 1981J. This is indicated 
by high angle reverse focal mechanisms of 
earthquakes [Vang and Aggarwal, 19fli, Zoback and Zoback, 
19PU. There are two suggested sources of intraplate 
stress for the Atlantic coast. It is believed ridge 
push, normal to offshore magnetic lineations, is the main 
source of regional compresslve stress [Yang and Aggarwal, 
19811. This stress pattern must be post-Mesozoic in 
origin tSbar and Sykes, 19731, since it is perpendicular 
to the initial rift creating the present Atlantic Ocean, 
Another possible stress source is tnat the tectonics east 
of the Appalachians are controlled by backsliding at the 
steepest portions  of the Appalachian detachment CSeeber 
2 
and Artnoruster, 19P13. Tensional features are also 
observed in the northeastern U.S., such as those observed 
in the fault plane solutions of the 1969 Lake Hopatcong, 
^.J. earthquake fSbar et al., 1970] and the 1973 
Delaware-N.J. earthquake [Sbar et al., 1975]. These 
stresses nay be the result of either remnant 
stresses tSbar and Sykes, 1973J or backsliding along a 
detachment CSeeber and Armbruster, 1981], and not 
indicative of the regional stress as a whole. The 
Appalachian fold belt, reflecting a broad zone of stress 
transition, separates the different stress regimes of the 
Atlantic coast and the midwest TZoback and Zoback, 19R1J. 
The maximum horizontal congressional stress direction 
west of the Appalachians is in an E-EME direction [Yang 
and Aggarwal, 19R1, Zoback and Zoback, 1981, Sbar and 
Sykes, 1973]. 
Seismic activity occurs where maximum compressive 
stress is associated perpendicularly to lithospheric 
zones of weakness. ThPse zones are localized along 
pre-existing faults or post-orogenic fault areas CYang 
and Aggar*al, 1981, Sbar and Sykes, 19773, They have not 
been healed py metamorphism or Igneous activity, and are 
tnought to be capable of reactivation [Yang and Aggarwal, 
19813. The general region in which this study is 
located,  southern New York,  northern New Jersey, and 
eastern Pennsylvania, has moderate northeast-trending 
seismic activity [Sbar and Sykes, 1977] along 
pre-existing faults such as the Ramapo fault. The 
capability of locating earthquakes an*-* determining focal 
mechanisms in this area has improved over the past 10 
years with an increase of fixed stations in the 
Northeastern Seismic Network. The majority of events in 
this area are single events, as opposed to swarms and 
foreshock-aftershock seouences. This would indicate a 
relatively homogeneous crust and a constant stress 
field [Mogi, 19631. 
Tectonically, the northeastern U.S. has been subject 
to similar stress forces fro* late Mesozolc to the 
present. The fault activity has been characterized by 
Ion? periods of quiesence tZoback and Zoback, 1981J, and 
small cumulative offsets due to vertical jostling of 
crustal blocks rather than unidirectional motion [Root 
and Hoskins, 1977], There is a qreat need for an 
accurate crustal velocity model in the northeastern U,s. 
to improve the delineation of seismlcally active areas 
usim fixed station data. 
1.2 Previous Work 
There are three areas in the U.S., the midwest, the 
southeast, and east central, where the crustal structure 
is similar to the structure of the study region. Their 
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crustal velocity models could serve as constraints to the 
crustal velocity structure for the study area. 
The intraplate midcontinent of the U.S. has been the 
site of major historical earthquakes. The Mew Madrid, 
Missouri earthiuakes (1811-1812) had unusually larcre felt 
areas and caused much damage (Yang and Agaarwal, 1981). 
Tnerefore, the midcontinent has been studied extensively. 
Techniques have included refraction surveys and 
teleseismic P-wave spectra transfer functions at fixed 
stations. Stpwart (1969) and McEvilly (1964) each 
determined a three layer crustal model using refraction 
data tflth thicknesses of 40 km and 38 km, respectively. 
Usina transfer functions, Kurita (1973) constructed a two 
layer, 39 km thick crustal model; Fernandez and Careaoa 
(196K) determined a one layer, 42 km thick model. 
In the southeastern U.S., crustal velocity structure 
studies have been conducted to better understand the 
geologic setting of the noted historical earthquake at 
Charleston, South Carolina (1896). Vear-vertical 
reflection profiling, transverse to the Appalachian fold 
e>eJt, has Shown that the allochthonous Blue Ridge has 
been thrust westward over a thick sequence of underlying 
"ambro-ardovician sediments (Harris et al., 1981, Cook et 
al,, 1979). These studies did not determine crustal 
thicknesses.  In crustal refraction surveys,  Kean and 
Long (1980) determined a one layer, 33 km thick crust, 
whereas Carts and Bollinger C1981) suggest a one layer, 
40 km thick crust for the southern Appalachian valley and 
ridge. Compiled refraction data for the eastern t'.S. 
suggests a two layer, 42 km thick crust [Bralle and 
Smith, 1975). On a larger regional scale, studies for 
the eastern U.S. using surface wave phase and group 
velocity inversions from mldcontinent earthquakes yielded 
a heterogeneous crust approximately 43 km thick [Mitchell 
and >?err,Tiann, 1979]. 
In eastern Pennsylvania and northern Wev Jersey, the 
area Investigated by this study, Katz's (1955) crustal 
refraction model has been the foundation of all 
subsequent crustal velocity studies. Katz determined a 
34.4 km thic< homogeneous crust for Pennsylvania. Other 
early studies include inversion of Payleioh wave phase 
velocities using a tripartite array and teleselsms as 
sources [Oliver et al., 196U. This latter study covered 
tne PA.-N.y. area, determining a three layer, 37 km 
crust. However, Oliver et al. (1961) admit that the data 
was Incomplete since the derived structure is an average 
over long distances where elastic parameters vary. 
Dor-nan and Ewing (1962) used inversion of surface wave 
dispersion in tne PA.-N.y. area to construct a one layer, 
38.6 km crustal model. 
More recent studies have used P-wave travel-time 
residuals from nuclear explosions and teleselsms. 
Fletcher et al. (197R) observed a correlation between 
positive travel-time residuals which follow the 
northeast-trending Appalachian geosyncline, and a 
negative (-40 mgal) Bouguer gravity anomaly which 
stretches fro^i Virginia to eastern Pennsylvania. Taylor 
and ToKsoz (1979) used travel-time residuals from 
teleseisms to compute a single layer, 37 km crust. A 
study of teleseismlc P-SV wave conversions at the 
crust-mantle interface, recorded on radial components, 
suggests a single layer, 41 Km crust TLanoston and 
Isaacs, 1981], A study of wide-angle reflections and 
refractions from quarry blasts suggest a two layered, 37 
Km thicK crust in south-central Pennsylvania [SienKo, 
1982J. 
A near-vertical reflection profile was interpreted 
by Harris and Bayer (1979) to indicate approximately 10 
Km of Paleozoic sediments overlying the Precambrlan 
basement, and separated from it by a master decollement. 
Vo crustal model was inferred. 
More worlc needs to be done to better delineate the 
crustal velocity structure in the northeastern U.S. 
tfear-vertical reflection profiling yields good results 
for  near  surface  structure,  but does not allow 
construction of crustal models. There has been no 
crustal refraction work since Katz (1955). Katz's study 
was conducted before regional gravity trends believed to 
delineate crustal blocks (Diment et al., 1979, King and 
Zeitz, 19783 were recognized, therefore his profile cuts 
across these inferred blocks. It would be important to 
design an experiment which is located within one crustal 
block. 
1.3 Objectives 
Tne major objective of this study is to construct an 
accurate crustal model for eastern Pennsylvania and 
northwest New Jersey based on wide-anale reflection data. 
Advances in exploration seismology and processing 
techniques permit an updated crustal model for this 
region. The technigue for determining crustal stucture 
win be to invert wide-angle reflection data into the 
t(p) (Intercept time-ray parameter) domain. The 
following parameters should be determined: 
1) Thickness and velocity of the sedimentary layer. 
2) Tnickness and velocity of an intermediate layer. 
3) Possible existence of the Conrad discontinuity in 
the study area. 
4) Thickness and velocity of the layer between the 
Conrad and Mono discontinuities. 
5) Depth to Moho (thickness of crust). 
Synthetic data can then be calculated for the 
Inverted model to Illustrate the difference between field 
record data and a theoretical* best-fittino data set. 
The new crustal model will lead to better 
delineation of the seismicity in the seismically active 
areas. Two such areas, the Ramapo fault in southern New 
Vork, northern Wew Jersey, and Willow Grove, 
Pennsylvania, southeast and along strike of the Ramapo 
fault, may actually be part of some pre-existing fault. 
Fixed station data rr.ay delineate a connection between 
these two seismic areas by establishing more accurate 
regional earthquake epicenter locations along strike of 
the Pamapo fault. 
1.4 Regional Geology of study Area 
The Great Valley province, located in Pennsylvania 
3nd 'Jew Jersey, was chosen as the site of our fieldwork 
[Fig. 1-1). The northeast trending Great Valley of the 
Appalachian basin is a great arcuate salient composed of 
a thick sequence of highly folded and faulted Cambrian 
and DrdovicJan rocks [Rankin, 1976, Gwinn, 1<»64J. 
These Cambrian to Middle Ordovician sedimentary 
rocks are composed of an orthoquartzite-carbonate facies, 
deposited eastward on a shallow shelf. From Middle to 
50 km. 
« 1 1 L 
f^^     Triassic,    Newark   Basin 
I I     Lower   Paleozoic,   sedimentary 
VdrMM     Precambrian,   Reading   Prong 
Figure  1-is  Large scale geologic map of  the Great 
Valley In Pennsylvania and New Jersey,    Heavy 
dasned line  indicates  location of  profile. 
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Late Ordoviclan, a basin reversal occurred resulting in a 
graywacke-shale, flysch deposit [Drake, 1979) represented 
by the Martinsburg Formation. Table 1-1 lists the 
stratigraphic rock units of the Great Valley. The 
thickness and rock fades indicate a miogeosyncllnal 
deposit where the rate of subsidence approximately 
equalled the rate of deposition. This was followed by 
deep water deposition of the Martinsburg Formation. 
Suosequent to and during the late stages of 
Ordoviclan deposition, the Appalachian basin was uplifted 
and deformed [Colton, 19703. Low-angle thrust faultina 
and broad folding developed throughout the latter half of 
the Paleozoic and Early Mesozoic. Drake (1978) explains 
the complicated structural relations in the Great Valley 
oy nappe theory. He states that the naoDes developed 
during the Taconic orogeny, towards the end of the 
Martinsburg deposition. The Taconic orogeny is well 
documented by tne angular unconformity between Ordoviclan 
and Silurian rocks [Colton, 1970), The faulting and 
folding of these nappes subsequently took place during 
the Alleghenian orogeny (Middle Permian) TOrake, 197R), 
Paleozoic orogenic processes resulted in a master 
decollement and tectonic thickening. The east dipping 
master decollement developed continuously through the 
Paleozoic orogenies,  separating the Cambro-Ordovician 
11 
Table 1-1: Cambrian and Ordovician stratigraphic 
sequences in the Great Valley. 
FORMATION DESCRIPTION 
Martinsburg Formation 
(Middle to Upper 
Ordovician) 
Jacksonourg Limestone 
(Middle Ordovician) 
Medium- to dark-gray slate that 
alternates with  beds of light- 
to medium-gray graywacke. 
Thickness: 3280-4280 meters 
Dark-gray, argillaceous 
limestone, and light- to medium- 
gray calcarenite and hioh- 
calcium limestone. 
Thickness: 170-460 meters 
Ontelaunee Formation 
(Lover Ordovician) 
Epler Formation 
(Lo*er Ordovician) 
Medium-dark gray dolomite. 
Thickness: 0-200 meters 
Interbedded light- to medium- 
gray limestone and light-gray 
to dark-merilum-gray dolomite. 
Thickness: "270 meters 
Rickenbach Dolomite 
(Lower Ordovician) 
Light-medium to medium-dark- 
gray dolomite. 
Thickness: "220 meters 
Allentorfn Dolomite 
(Upper Camorian) 
Light-gray to medium-dark-gray 
rhythmically bedded dolomite 
containing aoundant algal 
stromatolites. 
Thickness: "575 meters 
Leithsville Formation 
(Lower to Middle 
Cambrian) 
Hardyston Ouartzite 
(Lo*er Cambrian) 
[Adapted from Drake (1978)) 
Interbedded light-medium-gray 
to dark-gray dolomite and 
calcitic dolomite, light-aray 
to tan phyllite, and dolomite 
sandstone. 
Thickness: "350 meters 
Gray quartzite, feldspathic 
quartzlte, arkose, quartz pebble 
conglomerate, and silty shale or 
Phyllite. 
Thickness: "30 meters 
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rocks from the basement [Harris and Bayer, 1979). The 
tectonic thickening resulted from imbricate thrust 
faulting, developing the thick sequence of rocks now 
observed in the Great Valley. Taylor and Toksoz (1979) 
believe that the imprint of the orogenic events extend 
into the lithosphere. However, Gwinn (1970,1964) infers 
from the low-angle thrust faulting that the tectonics are 
thin-skinned and do not involve the basement rocks. 
Many studies have been done to determine the 
thickness of sedimentary rocks in the Appalachian 
basin [Harris and Bayer, 1979, Drake, 197A, Colton, 
1970J. Thickness estimates of these studies range from 8 
to 17 km. Private oil company seismic lines show the 
oasin to De 12 to 17 km below surface off the western 
front of the outcropping Precambrian rocks [Drake, 19783. 
A seismic reflection profile of Pennsylvania suggests a 
sedimentary thickness of 10 km [Harris and Bayer, 197QJ. 
Figure 1-2 is an isopach map of the present-day 
Appalachian basin. 
One of the primary reasons for choosing this site 
for a crustal velocity study is the lateral homogeneity 
in its geology as indicated by the previous discussion. 
The area is also interesting geophysically because of the 
relation between the Great Valley and Reading Prong with 
a regional  Bouguer gravity low [Drake, 1978J [Fig. 1—33 
13 
40° 
200 km. 
14 
and positive P-wave travel time residuals TFletcher et 
al., 1978], Aeromagnetic lineatlons, although not 
directly associated with outcropping geologic features of 
the Great Valley, is also northeast trending TDiment et 
al., 1979, King and Zeitz, 1978], 
1.5 Crustal Geology 
The tectonically uplifted and exposed Ivrea Zone in 
the Southern Alps provides an example of a theoretical 
geologic crustal cross-section. Here it is observed that 
the lower crust Is felsic in nature, since granulitlc 
rocks are exposed in the bottom zone. The granulitic 
rocks grade upward into mlgmatites, representative of the 
niddle crust, and schists, gneisses, and granites, 
representative of the upper crust ISmithson and Brown, 
1977, Siiithson and Shlve, 1977], Velocity and density 
studies suggest that the upper mantle is composed of a 
peridotite type rock rGarland, 1979, Murrell, 1976], 
Geological and geophysical data indicate that the 
uppermost part of the crust in the study area is composed 
of a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks. Crustal 
thickness may increase toward the Appalachian 
aasin [James et al,, 1968], This increase is supported 
by positive travel-time residuals CFletcher et al., 
1978J. 
The transition between the sedimentary cover and the 
15 
750 
0 
I L J L 
50 km. 
J i 
Figure i»3: Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the 
Great Valley (in miliigals). Heavy dashed line 
indicates location of profile. 
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basement rocks is a first order decollement zone detected 
in seismic profiles. The transitions, or 
discontinuities, between other rock litholo?ies within 
the crust are thinly laminated alternating high and low- 
velocity zones a few kilometers In thickness [Mueller, 
1977, Prodehl, 1977, Smithson and Brown, 1977, Smithson 
and Shive, 19773• These velocity transitions cause the 
Conrad discontinuity at the top of the lower crust, and 
the Moho discontinuity at the crust-mantle interface. 
This complex layering may cause strong reflections 
tnrough constructive interference of the wavefront. 
Crustal low velocity zones (LVZ's) are believed to 
result from granitic intrusions into surrounding 
metamorphic rocks. These intrusions have an increased 
*ater content as either pore fluid or hydrous 
minerals [Garland, 1979, Mueller, 1977], Where LVZ's 
occur, the depth determined by reflection profiling is 
between 5 to 15 km and is 2 to 10 km thick. 
The existence of a crustal LVZ in the eastern U.S. 
is questionable. If LVZ's occur at the site of tectonic 
adjustments where there has been semi-continuous acidic 
intrusion [Landisman et al., 1971], and the Appalachian 
basin underwent only thin-skinned tectonics with no 
basement involvement fGwinn, 1970J, then a LVZ should not 
exist   under the  study area.   In support of this 
17 
interpretation,     a  conation of  crustal  studies  fQr  ^ 
astern  U.S.  sh0Vs  n0 Lvz   [BraUe  and ^^   ^^ 
IB 
2. METHODS 
2.1 Wide-Angle Reflection! 
Exploration seismology is the study of wave 
propagation through the earth uslna known travel times 
and distances. Reconstruction of these wave paths yield 
Information on subsurface geoloqy. 
In this study, we are concerned only with the 
wide-angle reflections of P-waves. A wide-anole 
reflection is a total internal reflection, occurring only 
at post-critical angles. The critical angle, as 
determined from Snell's law is 
sin 1 = V /v 
c   1  2 
where 1 is the critical angle, v is the velocity of the 
c 1 
upper medium, and v is the velocity of the lower medium. 
2 
In total internal reflection, more energy is reflected 
oecause none is  transmitted into the  lower medium. 
Therefore,  as the critical angle is approached, a sharp 
increase in reflected conpressional energy is observed 
causing larger wave amplitudes.  A systematic study of 
amplitude with angle of Incidence shows this increase in 
energy fFig. 2-13.  However, the decrease in amplitude 
with an Increase in depth of the reflector CMeissner, 
1967J tends to counter this effect. 
A wide-angle reflection is shown on the T(X) (travel 
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Figure 2-1: Relative amplitude energy variation 
with angle of incidence for reflected waves. 
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time-distance) section in Figure 2-2.  The wave amplitude 
is largest at the critical distance 
X s 2Z tan 1 
c c 
where X is the critical distance, Z  is the depth of the 
c 
reflector, and 1 is the critical angle. The travel time 
c 
equation for reflected raves is 
2       2 1/2 
T = 2/V [Z  + (X/2) 1 
and as seen in F'loure 2-2 is hyperbolic. At great 
distances, the travel times for direct arid reflected 
waves approach each other, and the wave  paths merge. 
2.2 FieldworK 
The field area for the seismometer array had to meet 
tne following requirements: 
1) allow the 2.1 Km long geophone array to be aligned 
with the source area guarries in the Great Valley; 
2) have minimal elevation variation along the geophone 
array; 
3) be accessible to a 110 volt - 60 cycle power source 
and telephone connection; 
4) oe isolated from cultural noise; 
5) De accessible by truck. 
The area which best fulfilled these requirements was 
21 
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an abandoned railroad track (now owned by Newark Water 
Supply) situated along Paulinsklll Lake, Stillwater 
Township, Sussex County, New Jersey, in the Great Valley 
of rural northwest New Jersey TFig. 2-3J, The track 
trends northeast and is relatively flat. There are power 
and telephone connections in nearby residences. 
Because the Great Valley sequence is composed of 
carbonate rocks, many quarries exist parallel to trend in 
what is referred to as the "cement belt." Table 2-1 is a 
list of quarries used as sources. The number of quarries 
gave a large range for receiving widtp-anole reflections 
and line up on an azimuthal direction with the recording 
array [Tig. 2-4], 
The isolation from cultural noise is necessary for 
reconnition of a seismic event. Noise is any 
interference that reduces observation of the event, and 
can be coherent (followed across traces) or incoherent. 
Noise surveys were made during the late summer of 193i at 
the recordina site and at New Jersey's Worthington State 
Park, Warren County, the alternate recording site. These 
surveys were made on smoked paoer using a 1 Hz geophone 
receiver. The instrument's filter and gain settings at 
the recording site were a low-pass frequency filter of 
0-30 Hz, a gain of 90 decibals, and a maximum deflection 
of  10 ni7i.  No maximum deflections indicate that the area 
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Ca Allentown Dolomite 
Figure 2-3: Geology of the recording site Illustrating 
Paulinsicill Lake and the adjacent railroad track. 
Hatched lines represent thrust faults. 
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Table 2-1: Quarries used In this study. Those with 
codes were used as source blasts, others were used 
to test the triggering device. 
O'JARRr LOCATION CODE 
Berlcs Products HPST 
South Tenple, PA. 
Longitude: 75055,42**; Latitude: 40°23'26" 
Eastern Industries 
Main Office: Wescosviile, PA. 
Whitehall, PA. Etw 
Longitude: 75°3i'19"; Latitude: 40°39'42" 
vazaretn, PA. 
Orrorod, PA. 
Kutztown, PA. 
Kun<cleto#n, PA. 
Martin Limestone Quarry MLBB 
Blue Ball, PA. 
Longitude: 76°03'46"; Latitude: 40°08'06" 
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Figure 2-4: Quarry locations used in this study. 
B, E, and M dots Indicate recorded blast 
locations, other dots indicate quarries used 
to test the triggering device. 
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1 MINUTE 
Figure 2-5: Section of the smoked recording noise survey. 
Instrument settings were: filter (0-JO Hz), gain 
(90 d8), and maximum deflection (10 mm). 
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is relatively quiet TFlg. 2-53. 
During the months of September and October, 1981, 
the triggering device was tested using quarry blasts. It 
is deployed at the source and is recorded on the first 
channel of the digital system. The purpose of these 
tests was to adjust the gain so that the hiqh frequency 
vibrations from rock crushers and trucks did not trigger 
the system, but the low frequency, high amplitude blast 
did. 
During the early part of November, 1981, twenty five 
106.7 meter cables were laid out alonqside the railroad 
track with geophone groups attached to every other cable 
take-out. The total lenoth of the spread was 2.67 km 
with a geophone spacing of 213.4 meters [Fig, 2-6], 
During this period, the basement of a local residence was 
rented to store the computer used to record the data. 
This house supplied the power and telephone service to 
the recording instruments. 
Six quarry blasts at three different localities were 
recorded during the months of November and December, 1981 
TFig. 2-4J. Table 2-2 is a list of these blasts, their 
offset distances, their size, and the recording 
instrument's filter and gain settings. Only six blasts 
were recorded due to the end of the quarries' operational 
season. 
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Tlgure 2-6: Location of recording site along PaulinsJcill 
Lake (waves). Dots indicate individual geophone 
group locations. 
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Table 2-2: Parameter Information of the recorded blasts, 
f indicates filter setting, g indicates 
gain setting. 
BL4ST OFFSET SIZF 
INSTRUMENT 
SETTINGS 
MLBB 1 
11/13/81 
146.74 km 2P47 kg f 
g 
= 0-35 Hz 
84 dB 
MLBB 2 
11/13/81 
146.74 km 3651 kg f 
g 
s 0-35 Hz 
84 dB 
EIW 
11/19/81 
73,76 km 2P69 kg f 
a r 
0-16 Hz 
74 dB 
BPST 
12/9/81 
118.29 km "1497 leg i 
g s 
0-16 Hz 
74 dB 
MLBB 1 
12/11/81 
146.74 km 2808 kg f 
a = 
0-16 Hz 
74 dB 
MLBB 2 
12/11/81 
146.74 km 2522 kg f 
g 
= 0-16 Hz 
74 dB 
2.3 Data Acquisition 
The data were collected using a common-receiver 
array [Fig. 2-7J. This system digitally recorded the 
signals utilizing a 12 channel spread of linear geophone 
groupings. The geophones used were the standard moving 
coil electromagnetic type. The magnet is attached to the 
fraite,  moving with earth motion as the coil remains 
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inertial. This generates a voltage proportional to the 
velocity of motion. The instrument is damped so that the 
output is not dominated by resonance at the natural 
frequency. The natural frequency of the geophones used 
was 8 Hz tFig. 2-8J. This acts as a high pass frequency 
filter, limiting the response of any frequencies below 8 
Hz. 
The geopnone located at the quarry was recorded on 
the first channel of the multi-channel digital equipment. 
Tnis geopnone recorded the breatcpulse of the blast as 
well as serving as the triggering device of the recording 
system. The output of its amplifier is an FM carrier 
signal relayed over the telephone into the recording 
computer [Fig. 2-9], 
The geophone groups consisted of 4 linearly spaced 
geophones 10 meters apart, with a separation of 213.4 
meters Between each group. Each group is connected in 
series, with the output equivalent to a single geopnone 
at the group center. Thirteen groups were set up though 
only 11 could be utilized at one time. 
Since aliasing of higher frequency signals could 
occur in the data due to temporal and SDatial sampling, 
the output was appropiately filtered. 
In temporal aliasing, the original waveforms are 
recoverable if they contain frequencies  less than the 
31 
Receivers 
Figure 2-7: Common-receiver seismic array. S indicates 
sources, Z is the depth of the reflector. 
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Figure 2-8x Geophone response at an 8 Hz natural 
frequency, h indicates the percentage of damping. 
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Figure 2-9: Geophone setup for timing blasts. The 
quarry geophone sends a FM carrier signal via 
the pnoneiine to the recording computer. 
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vyquist frequency. The Nyquist frequency, half of the 
sampling frequency, is dependent upon the rate which the 
digital system samples the individual channels TFio. 
2-10J.  The sampling rate of our system 
T = 0.00576 seconds 
gives a vyguist frequency of 
f  = 1/T2T) = F6.8 Hz. 
n 
Any frequency above this was removed by filterino before 
oeing recorded. 
Spatial  aliasing occurs if  there is less than 2 
geophones per wavelength [Fig. 2-11].   The frequencies 
for deep reflectors are very low, on the order of 5 to 20 
Hz.   rflth a  geophone spacing of 213.4 meters, the 
frequency of  the  minimum recoverable wavelength  is 
determined by 
f = V/(2x) = 14.06 Hz 
assuming a velocity of 6 km/s. It is less for even lower 
velocities. 
After being received at the geophone the signal is 
amplified. The amplifier was also used to act as a low 
pass freguency filter to remove any frequencies above the 
Nyquist frequency and to filter the output to enhance the 
35 
sampling    rate 
1 
>| |< 5.76 ms 
product 
Figure 2-10, Example of temporal sampiino. The samnlin 
rate used was  0.00576 seconds.    samP1Ir> 
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Figure 2-11: Example of spatial sampling. The waveform 
must be sampled twice per wavelenatn to avoid 
aliasing. 
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signal to noise (S/N) ratio. The high-cut frequency 
filter characteristics of the amplifier can be seen in 
Figure 2-12. Table 2-2 lists the filter and gain 
settings of the recorded blasts. 
The digital recording system digitizes the analog 
output of the amplifier, and with the multiplexer, a 
high-speed electronic switch, reduces the 12 channels 
into 1. The digital system records the signal by a time 
series of integers which denote the aeophone output 
values measured at the sampling rate IFiq. 2-10). The 
digitized data are recorded onto one half-inch digital 
magnetic tape. Each sample is represented by a 14 bit 
word giving value to the waveform, the first bit 
determining the positive or negative sign of the 
wavefor*. 
While recording, a continuous viewing of 4 channels 
at one time on a cathode ray tube (CRT) allows a check on 
the cable continuity and the blast time. 
2.4 Data Processing 
The Whitehall quarry blast, recorded on November 19, 
1981, will serve as a step-by-step example of the data 
processing used in this experiment. The reasons for 
examining this blast are that the offset is small and the 
blast large, thereby yielding the strongest signals. 
Processing the data begins with demultiplexing the 
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Figure 2-12J Amplifier cutoff filter responses for the 
frequency filters used In this study. 
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multiplexed signals from one channel into their original 
12 traces [Fig. 2-133. These data are given an integer 
value and then stored as words in separate traces. Each 
word multiplied by the sampling rate (0.00576 seconds) 
equals the time length of the trace. 
After demultiplexing, the data are converted from 
integer form to fixed point numbers. The output now 
consists of 4 words per sample, one new record equaling 4 
times the old record. This conversion is necessary for 
later processing. 
A taper function is applied to both ends of the 1024 
word records, since truncation in the time domain leads 
to oscillations in the frequency domain TGlbbs phenomena, 
Brigham (1Q74)), and can cause undesired end effects. In 
this case, the end effects are a coherent waveform [Fig. 
2-14aJ which could cause a strong apparent signal during 
interpretation. This is merely an artifact of the 
truncation. A Hanning window function (a cosine taper) 
was applied to the last 64 words on both ends of the 1024 
word record [Fig. 2-14b). 
At this point the data are transformed from the time 
domain into the freguency domain by the Fourier Transform 
= /  hi 
J -to 
00 
n(f) (t) exp(-12nft) dt 
-00
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Figure 2-13; Demultiplexed data In the time domain 
before filtering.  Mo waveforns except for 
the first channel can be observed. Time 
increases down and to the right. 
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The data are transformed using a Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) technique, and then normalized trace-by-trace. The 
transformed data are decomposed into a sum of sinusoids 
of different frequencies and amplitudes, the analysis 
revealing a strong contribution at 60 Hz [Fig. 2-15J 
except for the first channel. The electric field of 
nearny power lines is believed responsible for this 
induced high frequency signal. ' Also obvious in Fig. 2-15 
is the trace's length of 86.P Hz, the Nyquist frequency 
of our sampling function. 
The next processing step is to filter the data. 
While most digital filtering is done in the time domain, 
filtering for our data was carried out in the frequency 
domain due to the length of the records. This filtering 
technique is carried out digitally by convolving the data 
with a filter function, ftt), 
h(t) = x(t)*f(t) 
where x(t) is the input, and h(t) is the output. By use 
of the convolution theorem, the filtered output can be 
obtained by si.uple multiplication 
X(f)FCf) <=> x(t)*f(t) 
in the frequency domain. The data are then transformed 
back into the title domain for presentation. 
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Figure 2-15: Fourier Transform Into the frequency domain 
of the demultiplexed data. Notice the noise 
at 60 Hz except for the first channel quarry 
geophone. 
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The data are filtered using a low pass from 0 Hz to 
45,55 Hz CFig. 2-16] to remove 60 Hz noise. These data 
are then transformed into the frequency domain to check 
if tne 60 Hz signal was removed [FJg. 2-17). 
Anotner low pass filter further reduced the signals 
to the 0 Hz to 14,16 Hz frequency range. It can be seen 
that the trace amplitude increases due to the removal of 
higher frequency aliased data [Fig. 2-lfl), but that the 
dominant moveout appears reversed. A final trapezoidal 
band-pass filter from 6,8 Hz to 14,16 Hz gives the 
desired frequency range in that unwanted signals due to 
geophone response and spatially aliased frequencies are 
filtered out [Fig. 2-19). However, the data do not 
improve due to reversed moveout of low frequency signals 
approaching from the opposite direction of the source 
olast. The reversed moveout are coherent signals of 
rather large amplitudes that can be followed across 
traces. Their existence is difficult to explain, but two 
possibilities are: 1) lake waves hitting the shore, 2) 
cultural noise that could not be discerned from the noise 
survey. 
The sixth channel has been removed from the record 
sections since it is dominated by spurious signals caused 
py a faulty connection in the adapter plug to the 
amplifier. 
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Figure 2-16: Data filtered from o Hz to 45,55 Hz 
in the time domain.  The 60 Hz noise has 
been removed and wavefoms can now be 
observed.  Time increases down 
and to the right. 
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0 Hi 
Figure 2-17: Fourier Transform into the frequency domain 
of the filtered data. With the removal of 
60 Hz noise, the dominant frequencies appear 
below 20 Hz. 
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Figure 2-18: Data filtered from o Hz to 14,16 Hz 
In the time domain.  Wave amplitudes have 
Increased due to the removal of high 
frequency noise.  Time Increases down 
and to the right. 
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Figure 2-19J Data filtered from 6,8 Hz to 14,16 Hz 
In the time domain. This trapezoidal 
band-pass filter gives the desired 
frequency range. Time increases down 
and to the right. 
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The final steps in processing reconstruct the data 
Into sections of 204R words. The data are then shifted 
forward or backward, in time, so that the beginning of 
the record section is set to the exact time the source 
blast occurred. By constructing record sections in this 
manner, signal behavior can be observed from source blast 
time to after the signals are received. Appendix 1 
contains the final processed data of the recorded blasts. 
In the time window of expected P-wave arrivals, no 
outstanding normal noveouts can be detected n%IW figure. 
Appendix U. This is due to a low S/M ratio. Not even 
filter processing enhances a very poor signal. 
No static corrections were made for elevation 
variations between source and receiver, or for weathered 
layers. The recording site's elevation (152 m) does not 
vary much (<M m) from the source elevations, since the 
source and receiver lie along strike in the Great Valley. 
Corrections for weathered layers were not necessary since 
the quarry blast is within bedrock and the geoohones were 
within a few i\eters of or directly on bedrock. 
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3. INVERSE THEORY 
3,1 Inversion Technique 
Travel time curves are used for velocity-depth (V-Z) 
inversion. In the past, only refraction profiles were 
directly inverted for crustal structure using the 
Herglotz-Wiechert Integral. New digital data collection 
techniques, superior to that used in earlier refraction 
surveys, allows more detailed analysis of both 
refractions and wide-anqle reflections. The data are 
inverted directly for velocity-depth structure in a 
completely objective inversion technique. 
This inversion technique, Known as plane wave 
decomposition or slant stacking, has been used to 
transform digitally recorded T(X) data into a t(p) 
curve IClayton and McMechan, 1981, Phinney et al., 
19B1, McMecnan and ottolini, 1980J. For ideal data, the 
t(p) curve can be directly inverted for v-Z structure. 
The major advantaae is that the inversions are 
computational transformations, automatically producing 
t(p) ani V-Z curves. This objectivity removes the errors 
due to numan assumptions [Phinney et al., 1981, Stoffa et 
al., 1981, Bessonova et al., 1974J. 
The t(p) curve is simply related to the T(X) curve 
oy 
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T = t + pX 
where T is the travel time, t the intercept time, p the 
ray parameter (horizontal wave slowness), and X the 
offset distance. From this basic definition other 
relationships between these parameters follow: 
t r fx   dp, 
X = -dt/dp, and 
p = dT/dX 
Tne inversion is an integration,  as  done in the time 
domain,  over all points in the T(X) data along slope p 
and intercept time t 
■ x2 1/2 
W(p,t) =/  S   ©CX,t+pX) dX 1 
1/2  Xl 
where S    is  a prestacic scaling function for the 
recover/ of true amplitudes, and x , x represent finite 
1  2 
endpolnts of the array IBrocher and Phinney, 19813.  This 
integration is also known as an inverse Radon Transform. 
The integration,  using the relationships defined above, 
computes a t(p) curve by summing  the  maximum  amplitude 
contribution along a given slope p and time intercept t 
in increments of dp and dt [McMechan and Ottolinl,  19P0J 
tFlg.  3-iJ.   The maximum amplitude contribution occurs 
only in the region of tangency in the T(X)  curve  [Fig. 
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3-1J. As would be expected, the quality of the tCp) 
Inversion Is dependent on the T(X) data quality. 
In non-mathematical terms, the inversion separates 
refractions and wide-angle reflections in travel time 
space, combining them to form a single, well-defined 
trajectory in the t(p) space. The t(p) curve is a 
continuous, curving trajectory wnere t monotonically 
decreases with increasing p [Fig. 3-21. Since the 
inversion is a summation along slope p, larger offsets 
will better define t(p) data, refractions are transformed 
into points, and reflections remain curved. 
The relation between t(P) curves and v-z strucure, 
<nown as t-sum inversion, can be mathematically expressed 
as a summation over aii layers 
Z    = tt(p)/2 - I Z g ]/q 
1 j j   J 
where Z Is the vertical thickness of the layer, 
1 
2    2 1/2 
q = (a  - p ) 
is the vertical wave slowness, and a = 1/V Is the wave 
slowness. For inversion, a surface velocity must be 
specified in order to perform an iterative downward 
continuation [Clayton and McMechan, 1981, McMechan and 
Wiggins, 1972J. This inversion sums only the refractions 
and wide-angle reflections in t(p) and assumes horizontal 
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Figure 3-1: Slant stacking over a reflected wave in 
increments of dp.  dt is also varied. 
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Figure 3-2j   Interpretation of a t*o-lavered crust 
in a t(p)  section.     Xc is  the critical 
distance for the first refraction,  and 
the slope of the curve approaches rolnus 
infinity as it reaches  its  refraction 
point. 
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layering for calculating V-Z structure tstoffa et al., 
1981J.  Assuming good duality data and the existence of 
subcritical  reflections,  separate interval thicknesses 
and velocities can be determined by hand using the 
equation Z = dt/2p.   This t-sum inversion can also be 
i 
expressed as  a weighted  Herolotz-Wiechert  integral 
determined oy a Hilbert Transform 
ml 
•t|P)  2       2-1/2 
Z(p) = l/2n/   [a (t) - p 3     dt 
'o 
where a is the inverse function to t(p) 1/V [Kennett, 
1981J. 
Hon-ideal conditions cause a scatterina of data in 
both slant stacking and t-sum inversion. Bounds are 
placed to envelope the scatter in the data in the t(p) 
plot [Fig. 3-53. For well-defined reflectons in TCX), 
the bounds are narrow. For confused reflection 
responses, thp bounds are broad [Kennett, 19813. The 
broader the bounds, the more difficult it is to Invert 
for the correct depth. It must be assumed that the best 
solution lies within the restricting bounds. 
Inversion, like data processing, is subject to 
spatial and temporal aliasing. To reduce the effects of 
spatial aliasing, the stations must be spaced closely 
enough. To reduce temporal aliasing, the energy must be 
spread evenly throughout the recorded broadband freguency 
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spectrum. It must also be assumed that the velocity 
structure Is laterally homogenous. This study meets all 
three requirements. 
Truncation in the p domain can cause undesired end 
effects. These are removed by increasing the density of 
sampled p's oy decreasing dp. 
Slant stacking can also minimize the effects of 
signal attenuation. The data can be imnroved by 
semolance or time windowing which admits only data having 
coherent phase signals across the traces at the time the 
data is expected to contribute to the slant sum. 
Noise is also attenuated In t(p) inversion because 
summation occurs only along coherent traces. The 
inversion compacts the data to a fixed size, unlike T(X) 
data, thereby suppressing uncorrelated noise or placing 
noise outside the t(p) curves fPhinney et al., 
1981, Stoffa et al., 1981], 
Because of the limited range of offsets in a common 
receiver array, t(p) can only be determined when the 
isolated linear subarrays are at the critical and 
post-critical ranges. At the isolated subarrays, the 
data is slant stacked over the offset and midpoint 
distances [Phinney et al., 19813. * Inversion of t(p) 
limited offset data can then provide approximate 
velocity-depth stuctures by best-fitting an ellipse  to 
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the data points. 
The t(p) curve has several important characteristics 
when principal arrivals are inverted. The most obvious 
one is the variation of amplitude with p. The amplitude 
variation snould be considered separately for different 
principal arrivals: 1) refractions, 2) wide-angle 
reflections, and 3) subcritlcal reflections. Refracted 
arrivals plot into single points due to the nature of the 
inversion. The direct arrival is a special case of a 
refracted arrival and Plots as a point on the p-axis at t 
egual to zero. The largest amplitude on a t(p) curve 
occurs at the critical distance where both refracted and 
reflected arrivals are summed, rfide-anale reflections 
plot as ellipses, their amplitude is large near the 
critical distance but decreases with Increasing distance 
(distance on a t(p) curve is measured as the negative 
slope X = -dt/dp). These ellipses terminate at each 
layer's critical refraction point. Subcrltlcally 
reflected amplitudes depend on their reflection 
coefficients and are the continuation of the wide-angle 
reflection ellipse that intersects at the t-axis. If 
these reflections exist, layering is well-defined. If 
tney do not exist, a continuous velocity function is 
inferred. Figure 3-2 defines the areas of different wave 
arrivals. 
5P 
One of the most important aspects of t(p) inversion 
is the ability to recognize low velocity zones* These 
zones can be identified by subcritical reflections from 
the top of the layer, or most easily by a discontinuity 
in t at p corresponding to a ray which turns at the top 
of the layer. The width of the t gap is the extent of 
the LVZ thickness [Fig. 3-31. However, when gaDs appear 
in both t and p, a LVZ can only he inferred. 
Finally, synthetic models of t(p) and T(X)  can be 
produced  directly  from  velocitv-deoth  stuctures  by 
inverse slant stacking.  The t(p) model is mathematically 
derived by 
/•z  7 2 1/2 
tCp) = 2 /  [a (2) - p ]    dZ 
Jo 
wnere a is the wave slowness J/v, and Z is the depth. 
The T(X) model is simply defined as the integration of 
tne Hiibert Transform 
a>(X,T) = i/(2n)f  w(p,T-pX) dp f*2 
"7 
where m Is a function of (p,t), and is known as  a Radon 
Transform.  Tnis integration uses the relationships 
-2  2     2       ? -1/2 
T(p) s 2/  a (Z)fa (Z) - p )    dZ, 
Jo 
Jo 
for  calculating  T(X)  curves.  As can be seen, both the 
2      2 -1/2 
X(p) = 2/  pfa (Z) - P 3     dZ 
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o 
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C 
Figure 3-3» Behavior of reflected wave in a t(p) section 
*hen a uvz Is encountered. The uvz thickness is 
determined by dt/2p. 
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inverse and forward modelling are completely objective, 
relying on simple mathematical relationships. 
3.2 Theoretical Modelling 
Three theoretical models of the crust in T(X) and 
t(p) sections illustrate the advantage of inverting for 
crustal velocity structures from t(p) sections. These 
forward models are computer calculated by specifying the 
number of horizontal layers, and each layer's velocity, 
density, and thickness. The range of rav parameters and 
angular freguencles must also be specified. These 
parameters are slant stacked in the p-u»(ray 
parameter-angular frequency) domain, the data then being 
filtered to the desired frequency ranae, and finally 
transformed into the t(p) domain. The data from the t(p) 
domain is then inverse slant stacked into the T(X) domain 
using the mathematical relationships defined in the 
previous section. 
This technique uses the Tnompson-Haskell matrix 
method for calculating reflection coefficients for the 
desired freguency range [Phinney et al., 1981J, thereby 
allowing the study of amplitude variation in the T(X) and 
t(p) sections.  All models may be found in Appendix 2. 
Model Is a two layer, 35 km thick crust.   The 
velocity (V),  density (R), and tnickness (Z) parameters 
of each layer are V = 6.1 km/s, R = 2.6 g/cc#  Z = 20 
1 1 1 
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km  and  V s 6.7 km/s,  R = 2.7 g/cc, Z s 15 km.  The 
2 2 2 
mantle parameters are V s 8.1 km/s, R = 3.3 g/cc,  and 
m m 
an arbitrary thickness of  100 km.  This crustal model 
represents an upper granitic layer separated from an 
Intermediate layer by the Conrad discontinuity. 
In the 6 km/s reduced travel time section* the 2 
distinct reflections result from the acoustic impedance 
oetveen crustal layers and the crust-mantle interface. 
The maximum amplitude with distance is found between 
80-110 km, the critical distance ranae for Mono 
reflections. 
The 2 distinct reflections appear as elliptical 
curves in the t(p) section terminating at both axes. The 
t(p) section is a fixed, compact size as compared to the 
T(X) section which tends towards infinity along the 
X-axis. The curves outside the major ellipses, due to 
multiple reflections or aliased noise, are an artifact of 
forward modelling and appear in all three models. 
The t(p) section is easy to invert into its original 
horizontal layer parameters.   The velocities of each 
layer is  measured by the eguation V = 1/p at refraction 
points where dt/dp = - »  [Fig.  3-2).   The velocities 
calculated from this model are V = 6.1 km/s and V = 6.7 
1 2 
<m/s.   The refraction points also define the critical 
distance for the upper layer by tne equation X = -dt/dp. 
c 
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However,  since no reflections below the Mono define the 
second layer's refraction point, X  is determined as  the 
c 
point  of maximum amplitude on the lower ellipse [Fig. 
3-2J. The  critical distance for  layers  1  and 2 are 
approximately  43  and  89  km,  respectively.   The 
thicknesses of the layers, as determined by each ellipse 
and  the equation Z = dt/2p, are 19.7 km for layer 1 and 
14.9 km for layer 2.  These calculations fit the  entered 
parameters. 
Model  2:  a three layer,  40 km thick crust.  The 
parameters of each layer are v = 5.9 km/s,  R = 2.55 
1 1 
g/cc,  Z = 10  km, V = 6.1 km/s, R  = 2.6 g/cc, Z = 20 
12 2 2 
ki» and V  = 6.7 km/s, R  = 2.75 g/cc, Z = 10  km.   The 
3 3 3 
mantle  parameters are the same as Model  1.   The 
interpretation is similar to the  first model with an 
additional  layer.   This  crustal  model  represents a 
sedimentary layer  that overlies  a  granitic  layer, 
separated  from  the  intermediate  layer  by the Conrad 
discontinuity. 
The reduced travel time section contains 3 distinct 
reflections resulting from acoustic impedances, but noise 
is present due to multiple reflections within the crust. 
The maximum amplitude with distance is found between 
90-UO km. 
In  the  t(p)  section,  3  major  elliptical curves 
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define  the layers.  The interpreted velocities for each 
layer are V r 5.9  km/s,  V = 6.1  km/s,  and V = 6,7 
1 2 3 
kin/s.    The critical  distances  for each layer are 
approximately 20 km for the first layer, 65 km for the 
second  layer,  and  104 km for the Moho reflection.  The 
calculated thicknesses are Z = 9.9 km, Z = 19.4 km and 
1 2 
Z = 10 km.   The calculations again fit the entered 
3 
parameters veil. 
Model 3: a 35 km thick crust.  The upper layer has 
the parameters V r 6.1 km/s, R = 2.6 g/cc, Z = 25 km. 
1 1 1 
This layer is followed by a continuous velocity function 
where the velocity increases from 6.3 to 7.1 km/s and the 
density  increases from 2.65 to 2.85 g/cc over a vertical 
distance of 10 km.  When a forward model is computed from 
a continuous velocity function,  the slant stacking is 
carried out  in small  increments.   In this case, the 
increments  occur at 2 km intervals.    The  mantle 
parameters  are the same as Model  1.   This model 
represents a complicated crustal  structure where  the 
velocity increases with increasing depth independent of 
rock type, and is more difficult to interpret. 
In the reduced travel time section,  only one main 
reflection is observed resulting from the Moho reflection 
where the  largest acoustic impedance  is encountered. 
Dther reflections cannot be distinguished.  The maximum 
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amplitude variation with distance is found between 80-100 
km. 
In the t(p)  section, one major curve contains all 
the wide-angle reflections.  Weak elliptical curves for 6 
crustal layers can be discerned within one major curve. 
The velocities  for these 6 layers range from 6.1 to 7.1 
km/s.  Critical distances are hard to define, but for the 
Mono reflection X is approximately 90 (cm.   By close 
c 
examination,  the approximate thicknesses of the layers 
are Z  = 24.7 (cm,  Z  = 2  (cm,  Z =  2  (cm,  Z = 2  (cm, 
1 2 3 4 
Z  = 2.1 (cm and Z =  l.P km.  These calculations fit the 
5 6 
model well. 
In an ideal data set, a continuous velocity function 
can be discerned. In a real data set, a continuous 
velocity function is difficult to distinguish from a 
simple one layer model, and can only be inferred. 
These synthetic models illustrate tne advantage of 
t(p) sections over the traditional T(X) sections for 
crustal structure inversion. The t(p) sections have a 
fixed size in that the curves intersect the axes. The 
t(p) sections place noise due to aliasing or multiple 
reflections outside the major elliptical curves, thereby 
reducing confusion in interpretation. The t(P) is also 
easily Inverted for crustal velocity structure by simple 
nand calculations.   This makes interpretation from t(p) 
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sections more desirable than from T(X) sections. 
3.3 Data Inversion 
Even the advanced computer filterina and slant 
stacking techniques described in previous sections could 
not isolate a very weak signal in the data. Therefore, 
the data were treated in a more subjective manner. The 
following steps were taken to construct a crustal model: 
1) A broad tine window was chosen to cover the expected 
range of P-wave arrivals. These arrivals ranged from 
a high velocity direct wave to a low velocity wave 
reflected at a deep interface.  The chosen time 
window did not overlook any expected arrivals. 
Within the tine window, only data having at least 6 
out of 10 coherent phase signals traceable across 
the record were used. 
2) These conerent phase signals were measured for 
two-way travel time, the time between the source 
blast and the first signal received on the first 
trace, and for normal moveout (N'MO), the time 
difference between the first and last traces. There 
were several MMO'S measured for each blast. 
3) The horizontal wave slowness (P) was calculated for 
each noveout by the equation dT/dx, x being the 
total geophone spacing. 
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4) The intercept time (t) was calculated for each 
moveout by the relation t = T-pX, X being the 
offset distance. 
5) Each VMO was Plotted as a point onto the t(p) 
section [Fig. 3-4J.  These data points define 
an ellipse, and are inverted for crustal structure. 
This t(p) plot should be .a well-defined curve. The 
quality of this t(p) plot is directly dependent upon the 
T(X) data. Since the T(X) data are poor, the t(p) plot's 
scattered points do not define a narrow ellipse. The 
bounds placed enveloping the scattered points give an 
estimate of the resolution of the data. The bounds 
placed on the data must be ellipses, the slope of the 
ellipse approaching infinity as t approaches zero, and 
zero as p approaches zero. The best-fit elliptical curve 
withJn these Dounds is used for inversion tFio. 3-5). 
The elliptical curves used were computer calculated and 
oest-fit by hand. 
The crustal velocity structure is easily calculated 
from the best-fit curve in the t(p) section. The near 
surface velocity is defined as V = 1/p where the slope of 
tne curve dt/dp approaches minus infinity and intersects 
the p-axis. The inferred velocity is 5.9 km/s. The 
thickness is determined by the equation Z = dt/2P, and is 
approximately 41.2 km thick.  The data  does  not  define 
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Figure 3-4: Data points from all blasts 
plotted on a t(p) section. 
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Figure  3-5:  Data points  with  limtttrw bounds   (light  dash) 
and oest-fit ellipse  (heavy dash). 
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individual layering and velocities within the crust 
because of the poor data quality and lack of subcrltlcal 
reflections. Since a simple one layer crust with an 
average velocity of 5,8 Jcm/s is not based on geological 
reasoning, the data would infer that the crust in eastern 
PA.-northern W.J. has a continuous velocity where the 
velocity increases as a function of increasing depth. 
This Inferred crustal Interpretation could be compared to 
Theoretical Model 3. 
visual inspection of the t(p) data could also 
suggest a two layer crustal structure. A cusp on the 
right hand side of the data may indicate that the first 
layer is about 29 km thick (velocity = 5.8 km/s), and the 
second layer is 17 km thick (velocity a 7.7 km/s). 
The crustal velocity model presented in this study 
is consistent with previous studies in this area [Slenko, 
1982, Langston and Isaacs, 1981, Taylor and Toksoz, 
1979, Dornan and Ewing, 1962, Oliver et al., 1961, Katz, 
1955]• The crustal velocities determined in the other 
studies ranged from 6.04 km/s to 6,5 km/s with Langston 
and Isaacs (1981) and Slenko (1982) determining a 5.8 
k,n/s velocity for near surface limestones. Crustal 
thickness values ranged from 34.4 km to 41 km. These 
thicknesses and velocities agree with the crustal model 
presented in this study.  Table 3-1 lists the results of 
previous crustal studies in this area, 
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Table 3-1J Comparison of previous crustal structure 
studies to this study's results. 
STUDY M3DEL TECHNIQUE       AREA 
Katz (1955)    1 layer Refraction     PA-NY-NJ 
34.4 km 
V = 6.04 km/s 
Oliver et al.  3 layers Rayleigh wave  PA-NY 
(1961) 37 Icm phase velocities 
VI = 2.3 km/s 
V2 = 3.55 km/s 
V3 = 3.R km/s 
Dortian and 1  layer Surface  wave        PA-NY 
Ewing   (1962) 38.6  km dispersion 
V = 3.64 km/s 
Taylor and     1 layer P-wave travel  Northeastern 
Toksoz (1979)  37 km time residuals U. S. 
V = 6.5 km/s 
Langston and   1 layer P-SV wave      PA 
Isaacs (1981)  41 km conversion at 
V = 6.04 km/s the crust- 
mantle interface 
Sienko (1982)  2 layers Wide-angle     Soutn- 
37 km reflections    Central PA 
VI = 5.8 km/s and (N - s 
V2 = 6.8 km/s refractions    profile) 
This Study     1 layer Inversion of   Eastern PA- 
(1982)        41.2 km wide-angle     Northern NJ 
V = 5.8 reflections 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Data Quality 
The three most likely causes of noor reflection 
responses in the T(X) data are: 1) small size of the 
artificial source quarry blast, 2) effects of 
ripple-firing at the source on the energy level of the 
seismic signal, and 3) the .attenuation of the seismic 
signal over its travel path. 
The first cause is obvious. The recorded blast 
sizes in this study ranged from 1497 kg to 3651 kg. In 
Katz's (1955) study, the smallest recorded blast in 
Pennsylvania was 19,958 kg (22 tons). Mark Angelone, 
Penn State University, (personal communication) believes 
that a 9072 kg (10 ton) blast is necessary to receive a 
seisTic signal over jno kru. 
The effect of riPPle-flring, the time delays between 
shots, is to impart periodicity on the seismic 
signal (Pollack, 1963). The total delay time (At) 
results in fundamental and harmonic frequency peaks 
corresponding to 1/At (Pollack, 1963, Willis, 1963). 
When At < T (the seismic period), the effect on the 
frequency spectra are minimized (Franttl, 1963). In this 
study, At ranged approximately from 0,24 s to 0.53 s, 
aiuch greater than the desired seismic period (0.07 to 
0.13 s).   While a single blast would have its first 
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arrival wave energy concentrated near its front end, an 
increase in delay time causes an energy level decrease 
and attenuation of the seismic signal [Frantti, 1963]. 
Along its travel path, the seismic sianal is altered 
by both attenuation rn'Brien, 19613 and the earth actinq 
as a lo* pass freauency filter. The two factors 
determining the extent of attenuation are: 1) energy 
absorption due to the anelasticity of the crust; and 2) 
diffraction losses - partitioning of energy at each 
boundary ICTlaerbout, 1976, White, 1965, O'Brien, 19613, 
Geometrical spreading Dlays only a minor role in 
attenuation because the offset distances necessary for 
wide-angle reflection studies are minimal when compared 
to refraction studies. Frictional losses throuqh 
absorption also are relatively unimportant because of the 
lateral homogeneity of the crust in the eastern 
U.S. [Bolt, 197BJ, and especially within one crustal 
bloc*. Therefore, the malor cause of seismic signal 
attenuation is due to diffraction losses. The Great 
Valley is composed of a thiefc sequence of folded and 
faulted Cambro-Ordovician sedimentary rocks. The number 
of acoustic boundaries causes a multitude of eneroy 
partitions (i.e. scattering) resulting in the loss of 
seismic energy and the broadening of the seismic pulse. 
The  effects of both ripple-firing and attenuation can be 
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overcome In part by recording larcrer blast sizes. The 
blast sizes necessary are not as available as in the past 
due to urbanization around the quarries, but they occur 
often enough to warrant further investigation. 
Another factor affecting the data quality was the 
apparent reverse moveouts in the processed data. The 
moveout was a real effect and not an artifact of data 
analysis or improper filtering. The most likely cause of 
the reverse moveout was waves from the adjacent 
Paulinsicill bake hitting the shoreline. While the exact 
cause may be difficult to prove, larger blasts causing 
the reflected seismic signals to dominate the ground 
motion would overcome the effects of reverse moveout. 
4.2 Modelling 
In theoretical modelling, the effects of layering 
and continuous velocity functions within the crust is 
illustrated in T(X) and t(p) sections. This modelling 
also allocs a study of the systematic chanqe in amplitude 
variation of an ideal data set. The advantages of 
crustal interpretation from t(p) sections is demonstrated 
in these models. 
4.3 Results 
This study met its major objective in determining 
the  crustal velocity structure in eastern PA. and 
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northern N.J. However, due to the data quality, many 
objectives could not be met. The model presented in this 
study, a 41.2 km thick crust with a near surface velocity 
of 5,8 km/s, night suggest a continuous velocity function 
as in Theoretical «odel 3. A simple one layer crust with 
an average velocity of 5.8 »cm/s is unreasonable and is 
not consistent with any previous crustal models of the 
study area. This would imply that crustal layering and 
the Conrad discontinuity either do not exist or can not 
oe detected, and that velocity increases as a function of 
increasing depth in the study area. 
This study was consistent with some of the previous 
work done in this area. James et al. (1968) suggested 
that the crust might thicken towards the Appalachian 
oasin. Fletcher et al. (1978), by noting the 
association of the Great Valley with the northeast 
trending negative Bouguer gravity anomaly and the 
positive P-wave travel time residuals, suggested a crust 
of greater thickness than the adjacent areas. This 
study's tnickness of 41,2 km seems to support these 
ideas. Taylor and Toksoz (1979) suggested that this 
region exhibits lower crustal velocity than the 
surrounding regions. The proposed 5.8 km/s near surface 
velocity supports this idea, but this may be dependent on 
the region's thick sedimentary cover. 
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If magnetic and gravity anomaly data define crustal 
blocks, then this study presents a model for this 
particular bloc*. The velocity in this block is 5.8 km/s 
at tne near surface and continuously increases with 
depth, independent of rock type. If separate crustal 
blocks do exist, future studies within blocks would lead 
to an overall understanding of crustal structure and 
selsmicity in the northeastern U.S. 
4.4 Suggestions for Future Work 
1) Most importantly, discrimination must be made in the 
selection of quarry blasts before recording. Large 
snots with minimal ripple-fire must be chosen. 
2) Recording sites must be carefully chosen so as to 
eliminate noise, such as reverse moveout, from the data. 
3) A larger, nunber of offsets will greatly enhance 
limited data. 
4) Seophone spreads should be increased over that used 
in this study.  This will increase the ability to 
measure normal moveout, and will lessen truncation 
effects during the computer reduction and inversion 
processes. 
Note:  The recording system used was a broad-band 
digital seismic system  developed  lolntly  by  The 
Pennsylvania State University and Princeton University 
under u, s. Geological Survey Contract 14-08-OOI-18262. 
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I. Appendix It Final Processed Data 
The figures are the reconstructed field records into 
lengths of 204* *ords (11.7965 seconds). The beginning 
of the record represents the breakpulse of the blast. 
Time increases down and to the right. 
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Figure 4-2: Final processed data of MLBB 2, 
11/13/81.  The records have been shifted 
forward 4.6656 seconds to breafcpulse. 
The expected P-arrlvals occur between 
24.4566 to 30.3874 seconds. 
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Figure 4-3: Final processed data of Eiw, 
11/19/81 The records have been shifted 
forward 0.7949 seconds to breafcpulse. 
The expected P-arrlvals occur between 
12.2933 to 19.7844 seconds. 
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Figure 4-4: Final processed data of BPST, 
12/9/81.  The records have  been shifted 
backward 2.2982 seconds to breakpulse. 
The expected P-arrivals occur between 
19.7150 to 25.9641 seconds. 
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Figure 4-5: Final processed data of MLR3 1, 
12/11/81.  The records have been shifted 
bac>c*ard 0.5472 seconds to preaKpulse. 
The expected P-arrlvals occur between 
24.4566 to 30.3F74 seconds. 
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Figure 4-5: Final processed data of MLB9 1, 
12/11/81.  The records have been shifted 
backward 0.5472 seconds to oreaicpulse. 
Tt\e  expected P-arrivals occur between 
24.4566 to 30.3B74 seconds. 
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Figure 4-6: Final processed data of MLBR 2( 
12/11/31 Th( le records have been shiftet 
forward 0.9389 seconds to breakpulse. 
The expected P-arrlvals occur between 
24.4566 to 30.3874 seconds. 
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II. Appendix 2: Theoretical Models 
These theoretical models in TCX) and t(p) sections 
represent possible crustal models and illustrate the 
difference between synthetic, ideal data and field record 
data. 
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Figure 4-7: Model 1: T(X) section of two 
horizontal layers In a 35 ten™ thick crust, 
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Figure 4-10: Model 2: t(n) section of three 
horizontal layers in a 40 tcm thick crust. 
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Figure 4-11: '<odel 3: T(X) section of a 10 km 
continuous velocity function overlain by 
a 25 km horizontal layer. 
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Figure 4-12: Model 3: t(p) section of a 10 km 
continuous velocity function overlain by 
a 25 Km horizontal layer. 
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